Combined quality improvement ratio: a method for a more robust evaluation of changes in screening rates.
It has been proposed that a ratio of the discordant cells from a McNemar's Chi-square table be used as a measure of quality improvement, and that this measure be called the Quality Improvement Ratio (QuIR). As proposed, patients enrolled in only one year of a two-year study are excluded from the McNemar's table of the QuIR. Since the original proposal of the McNemar's Chi-square in 1947 included application to matched pair data, a more comprehensive analysis would be possible if the single-year enrollees were matched into pairs. Patients enrolled in only the first study year are matched and paired with patients enrolled in only the second study year. The pairs are matched on variables important to the disease or process being evaluated. The matched pairs are combined with the repeatedly measured subjects to increase the statistical power of the analysis. The Combined Quality Improvement Ratio (CQuIR) is demonstrated with parameters from the original articles, in a--Markov chain Monte-Carlo simulation, so a direct comparison can be made. CQuIR improved statistical power, especially in simulations of small populations. In some simulations the statistical power was double that of the QuIR alone. Although the QuIR provides important information, the CQuIR allows more of the data to be used to evaluate the effect of interventions in policy, delivery, and practice. The increase in statistical power of the CQuIR over the QuIR can facilitate successful evaluation of health care services.